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PSYCHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF ACQUISITION OF FOREIGN  
LANGUAGE FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES

 
The purpose of this article is to reveal the psychological and pedagogical features of joint-dialogical 

cognitive activity (SDPD) in teaching a foreign language, which is formed into a single psychological 
structure during the interaction and communication of the teacher and students. 

The problem of poor digestibility of a foreign language despite the high motivation due to the 
increased demand for a foreign language in modern life depends entirely on a systematic approach to 
learning from a psychological point of view. In this aspect of student training, the teaching of foreign 
languages   is important.

Improving the field of education and orienting it to enter the world educational space pose to higher 
education the serious tasks of forming highly qualified specialists able to think creatively and be competi-
tive in the labor market. The quality of training future specialists involves not only improving the quality 
of students’ knowledge in all studied disciplines, but also developing a multicultural personality with 
universal values, respecting the language, traditions, and culture of various nations.
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Кәсіби-ба ғыт тал ған ше тел ті лін мең геру дің психология лық ерек ше лік тері

Бұл мaқaлaның мaқсaты мұғaлім мен сту де нт тер дің қaрым-қaтынaсы ке зін де бі рыңғaй пси хо-
ло гия лық құ ры лымғa aйнaлғaн ше тел ті лін оқы тудa бір лес кен диaлог тық тaным дық іс-әре кет тің 
пси хо ло гия лық-педaго гикaлық ерек ше лік те рін aнықтaу бо лып тaбылaды. Қaзір гі зaмaнғы ше тел 
ті лі не де ген сұрaныстың aртуы се бе бі нен жоғaры мо тивaцияғa қaрaмaстaн, ше тел ті лін нaшaр 
мең ге ру мә се ле сі то лы ғы мен пси хо ло гия лық тұр ғыдaн оқы туғa жүйелі көзқaрaсқa бaйлaныс ты. 
Сту де нт тер ді кә сі би дaярлaу aспек ті сін де ше тел тіл де рін оқы ту мaңыз ды бо лып тaбылaды. 

Бі лім бе ру сaлaсын же тіл ді ру жә не оның әлем дік бі лім бе ру ке ңіс ті гі не кі руі жоғaры 
бі лім ге шығaрмaшы лық пен ойлaуғa қaжет ті жә не ең бек нaры ғындa бә се ке ге қaбі лет ті 
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жоғaры бі лік ті мaмaндaрды қaлыптaсты ру дың мaңыз ды мін дет те рі нің бі рі бо лып тaбылaды. 
Болaшaқ мaмaндaрды дaярлaу сaпaсы бaрлық оқылaтын пән дер бо йын шa сту де нт тер дің бі-
лім сaпaсын жaқсaртып қaнa қоймaй, сондaй-aқ әр түр лі ұлттaрдың ті лін, сaлт дәс тү рін жә не 
мә де ниетін құр мет тейт ін әм бебaп құн ды лықтaрмен бір ге көп мә де ниет ті тұлғaны дaмы ту ды 
көз дейді. 

Тү йін  сөз дер: әре кет мо ти ві, үр діс, пси хо ло гия лық бі лім, іс-әре кет идеясы.
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Про фес сионaльно-ориен ти ровaнные пси хо ло ги чес кие осо бен нос ти ос воения 
инострaнно го языкa

Целью дaнной стaтьи яв ляет ся рaск ры тие пси хо ло го-педaго ги чес ких осо бен нос тей сов мест-
но-диaло ги чес кой познaвaтель ной дея тель ности (СДПД) при обу че нии инострaнно го языкa, 
ко торaя фор ми рует ся в еди ную пси хо ло ги чес кую ст рук ту ру в хо де взaимо дей ст вия и об ще ния 
обучaюще го и обучaющих ся. Проб лемa пло хой ус вояе мос ти инострaнно го языкa нес мот ря нa 
вы со кую мо тивaцию в свя зи с по вы шен ной вост ре бовaннос тью инострaнно го языкa в сов ре мен-
ной жиз ни, це ли ком и пол ностью зaви сит от сис тем но го под ходa к обу че нию с пси хо ло ги чес кой 
точ ки зре ния. В этом aспек те про фес сионaль ной под го тов ки сту ден тов вaжное знaче ние имеет 
пре подaвa ние инострaнных язы ков.

Со вер шенст вовa ние сфе ры обрaзовa ния и ориен ти ровa ние ее нa вхож де ние в ми ро вое 
обрaзовaтельное прострaнс тво стaвят пе ред выс шей шко лой серь ез ные зaдaчи фор ми ровa ния 
вы со коквaли фи ци ровaнных спе циaлис тов, спо соб ных твор чес ки мыс лить и быть кон ку рен тос-
по соб ны ми нa рын ке трудa. Кaчест во под го тов ки бу ду щих спе циaлис тов пред полaгaет не толь ко 
по вы ше ние кaчествa знa ний сту ден тов по всем изучaемым дис цип линaм, но и рaзви тие по ли-
куль турной лич нос ти, облaдaюще й об ще че ло ве чес ки ми цен нос тя ми, увaжaющей язык, трaди-
ции, куль ту ру рaзных нaро дов.

Клю че вые словa: мо тив дей ст вий, про цесс, пси хо ло ги чес кие знa ния, идея дея тель ности.

There is a problem of learning a foreign lan-
guage for specific purposes in the universitieson the 
basis of the trilingual policy of   our country. The third 
part of the “trilingual” policy is   learning English-
language. It is no secret today that learning English 
means following the flow of the global information 
and innovation. Therefore, currentlyin the country’s 
universities,colleges, and schools foreign language 
is learned not only by language professionals, but 
also non-linguistic specialists have to learn it on 
the same leveloftheir professional education. The 
frameworkof this article is considering the psycho-
logical aspects of learning a foreign language and 
further improvement of the acquisition of foreign 
language for specific purposes. And while learning 
any discipline we need to review and pay attention 
to psychological impact.

The process of teaching a foreign language is a 
certain type of mental activity of a learner. There-

fore, a foreign language teacher and a methodologist 
must have a certain psychological knowledge.Gen-
eral psychology provides psychological as well as 
physiological development.As nowadays one of the 
main objectives of the teaching is to accustom the 
speaking skills in foreign language and understand-
ing text in a foreign language without dictionaries 
teachers and methodologists must have a certain 
knowledge in the field of speech psychology.

The basis ofK.D.Ushinsky’s psychological 
viewpoints is the study of foreign language teaching 
methodology “public body” and the theory of im-
proving memory.K.D.Ushinsky was against the bi-
lingual culture of children from wealthy families of 
his time, because according to him human develop-
ment can be put into effect only by native language 
which is the foundation of vernacular culture and the 
image of nation mind.Therefore, one of the main ob-
jectives of foreign language teaching is to introduce 
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the language literature, then mental gymnastics, and 
also if it is possible to use the language being studied 
in practice.K.D.Ushinsky (K.D.Ushinsky1988:30) 
considered a native language as a companion in the 
process education of agents who form citizen and 
national culture.

Basically, K.D.Ushinsky was one of the oppo-
nentsin acquiring several languages at the same. Ac-
cording to him, one should take to learn a second 
language only after fully acquiring one language.

K.D.Ushinsky supported stage-wise develop-
ment of memory, namely mechanical, moral and 
then spiritual. Foremost, any knowledge must feed 
the first, and then second and third ones. 

K.D.Ushinsky believed thatforeign language 
acquisition should be based on mechanical memo-
ry which sees the associations between native and 
foreign language as a system.Remembering foreign 
words by associations must be developed by remem-
bering different feelings and illustrations.Learning 
to pronounce foreign words through imitation can 
be explained by the need of speech organs to adapt 
to the peculiarities of target language.

Consciously rememberinginforeign language 
learning is based on the comparison of various 
norms of native language and foreign language. This 
is primarily determined by the nature of mind, Ush-
insky thought comparison is the main characteristic 
of the consciousness. There is a need to study all 
aspects of the language by comparison. Comparison 
of foreign language with native language contrib-
utes to broader understanding and good acquisition 
of the language.

However, in order to complete mastery of a for-
eign language following K.D.Ushinsky’s sugges-
tions it is necessary to know the features of spiritual 
culture and peculiarities of consciousness of the na-
tion. However, Ushinsky said that foreign language 
can not leadstudentsto the heights of spiritual cul-
ture just as native language.

The aim of the teaching of foreign languages   is 
not within the competence of psychology. It is de-
scribed by general objectives of education and ped-
agogydepending on the needs of the state require-
ments. However, knowingthese goals and objectives 
is important for psychology, because they determine 
the content of the course (program) and the amount 
of knowledge and skills students receive in the study 
of a foreign language. This psychological analysis 
of the process of learning the knowledge and skills 
of students is an important task of the psychology of 
teaching foreign languages.

There are at least three major issues of the 
psychology of teaching foreign languages:First, 

general psychological analysis of didactic principles 
which are the basis of theeducationaland pedagogical 
work inforeign language lessons. Psychologists need 
to open up inherent forms which reveal the features 
like imitation and conscious analysis by students 
in a foreign languageclassroom; obedience to 
authority and creative initiative; particular features 
such as understandingtheabilities,needs, ideals, and 
responsibilities. Professor V.A.Artemov studied this 
difficult and responsible question successfully for 
decades (V.A.Artemov, 1989: 85).

Secondly, psychological analysis of skills and 
knowledge which students should master inforeign 
language learning. 

Accordingly, two important taskcareformed. 
First, we must determine the real possibilities of stu-
dents to fulfil the school requirements. It is important 
to determine the true potential of students and we 
have to save them from “minimalism” and “maxi-
malism” instudying a foreign language. “Minimal-
ism” appeared in the process of student’s thinking-
about health reduces the amount of their knowledge 
and skills in learning a foreign language. And the 
“maximalism” of requirements of the students only 
gives an official status to an existing knowledge and 
skills of students and leads to their instability.

The second objective of psychology of this field 
is to determine the psychological characteristics and 
patterns of foreign language learning process. For-
eign language skills and capabilities have general 
and specific psychological features. In accordance 
with this the oral and written skills should be noted. 
As it is known, skills in foreign language and native 
languagelearningmay be similar or may differ.

The third field of psychology of learning a 
foreign language is the mental features of students 
in the educational process which are determined 
by specific nature of foreign language. This mental 
features must be defined bycomparing and linking 
to the native language. They are determined by the 
features of languages being compared (V.A.Artemov, 
2003: 247).

Mother tongue is factual consciousness forhu-
man. Allpractical action of human consciousness is 
closely related to the native language. Human being 
discovers the world; expresses feelings and impacts 
the people surrounding him through mother tongue. 
Mother tongue is “our mind determined by voices”. 
The development of the native language and the de-
velopment of each human consciousness are insepa-
rable processes.

Learning a foreign language leads to a profound 
psychological changes in the mind of a learner. For-
eign language creates new conditions to facilitate 
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the process of the development of learning mother 
tongue consciously and unconsciously. 

The contrast principle is one of the main regu-
larities of our mind, that is, phenomena and objects 
which are different from those surrounding us are 
relatively easily perceived. If a person speaks only 
one language, it is difficult to analyze it reasonably, 
because he does not know the language which coor-
dinates the other.

Native language has a positive impact on learn-
ing a foreign language. In psychology such a posi-
tive impact is called transfer. In our field we can 
name the following situations of transfer fromna-
tive language to foreign language: a) saying the in-
dividual sounds and words; b) reading and writing 
skills and abilities; c) knowledge of grammar and 
grammar analysis and synthesis. These facts help to 
assist the learning of foreign languages in their na-
tive language.

However, sometimes native and foreign lan-
guageinterfere with each other. This interference is 
determined on the basis of the negative impact of one 
language on another. Interference phenomena are 
shown in speaking, using a dictionary,as well asin 
the field of grammar and style. Example of lexical 
interference is “false friends” which is a word that is 
often confused with a word in another language with 
a different meaning because the two words look or 
sound similar. In addition, “false friends” of the na-
tive language have a greater impact because we re-
member the content and meaning of native language 
words for a longer time. 

The second example of interference is using na-
tive language grammar rules in writing the words of 
a foreign language. According to the experiment of 
B.V. Belyaev and his son Slavik if the teacher can 
explain this problemto studentproperlythenthe inter-
ference problem will be completely solved. There-
fore, teaching foreign language should start in the 
fifth gradewhen students’ native language knowl-
edge is deeply rooted. This case can also be seen 
in the study of reading and writing: for foreign lan-
guage teachers teaching students to read and write-
will be easier than for teachers teaching reading and 
writing in native language at primary school (B.V. 
Belyaev, 1965:227).

Thus, what’s the differencebetween the native 
and foreign language teaching? The first difference 
is that children learn their native languagethrough 
imitation, as for foreign language they start to learn 
itin a conscious way.

The second difference is that in native language 
learning there is no need for language mediator, but 
in foreign language learning mother tongueplays the 

role of such a mediator. Students study the foreign 
languagebased on the native language.

Foreign language as an academic discipline is a 
tool for teaching the language and purpose. Students 
up to a certain period of time learn language tool-
smuch easier which are the purpose of teaching,learn 
different types of speech actions, and then to learn 
more complex language tools they use it as a teach-
ing tool.

Following peculiarity of this subject compared 
with other disciplines does not give any knowledge 
about the reality, because the language is a tool of 
view of thoughts and lifeabout the world.

Discipline’s peculiarity is in his “infiniteness”, 
it is impossible to know the language fully, because 
learning material is limited by the program(N.D. 
Galskova2003: 32). N.D. Galskova considers 
foreign language not as an academic discipline, but 
as an “educational discipline” which has a great 
potential and can make a significant contribution 
to human development as an individual (N.D. 
Galskova, 2003:12).

An important feature of the foreign language 
teaching as a discipline is its being diverse. 
Considering the aspects of language phenomena we 
know that speech activities make the basementand 
it’s the main object of teaching a foreign language.

N.D. Galskova points out the establishment 
of two-way connection between the initiative of 
acquiring the specific knowledge and successof 
language learning of a student while learning 
the materials of foreign language for specific 
purposes considering the foreign language as a 
developmentaltoolof a future professional (N.D. 
Galskova, 2003:4).

She accepts foreign language as an effective 
toolof professional and social trends in non-language 
higher education institution.According to the author 
for the implementation of given the potential the 
following conditions must be met:

– Exact conclusion of the purpose of act of 
speaking other language;

– This is professional and social direction of 
speech activities;

– Satisfaction of students in solvingpersonal 
tasks;

– Formation of the ability of students to 
solvepersonal tasks in a creative way;

– Positive psychological climate in the 
educational collective.

P. I. Obraztsovlaid the groundwork for teaching 
foreign language for specific purposesin non-
language higher education institution. The author 
pointed out that learning a foreign languageis a 
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tool for development of a level of erudition and 
education, but not a goal.In his opinion the major 
features of the specialties should take into account 
the following directions: work with specific texts, 
the study of specific articles for the development 
of oral language,learning minimum dictionary in 
accordance with a profession,makingeducational 
tools with teachers in order for students to facilitate 
theirgrammatical and lexical materials [P. I. 
Obraztsov, 2013: 15). 

In this aspect of student training, the teaching 
of foreign languages   is important. The problem of 
poor digestibility of a foreign language despite the 
high motivation due to the increased demand for a 
foreign language in modern life depends entirely on a 
systematic approach to learning from a psychological 
point of view. The purpose of this article is to reveal 
the psychological and pedagogical features of joint-
dialogical cognitive activity (SDPD) in teaching 
a foreign language, which is formed into a single 
psychological structure during the interaction and 
communication of the teacher and students. In the 
writings of psychologists 20-30s L.S. Vygotsky (L.S. 
Vygotsky2000:92), K. Koffka (K. Koffka, 1998:74), 
J. Piazhe (J. Piazhe, 1994: 92), the problem of person-
al development is inextricably linked with ideas about 
the relationship between learning and development. 
An important role in the learning process is taken by 
the personality of the teacher, his independent activity, 
his personal participation in cognitive activity.

The educational process is two-sided, as in this 
process, the leading activity of the student and the 
cognitive activity of students are distinguished.

Teaching a foreign language doubly requires a 
psychological substantiation of the learning process, 
since the subject itself is a phenomenon closely con-
nected with the human mental activity, in which the 
very thinking is modified.

Analyzing the peculiarities of teaching a foreign 
language, Western researchers of Willams and Bur-
den rightly point out that it is only considered that 
they learn language at school, unfortunately, there 
more often they learn how to cope with the require-
ments of the school, develop strategies that meet the 
requirements of the teacher for the class situation, 
that for later life is useless. According to the authors, 
in order to learn how to learn effectively, metacog-
nitive skills are needed (including thinking about 
the learning process, planning to learn, control over 
understanding or producing speech in the course of 
their implementation, self-assessment of learning 
outcomes).

Analyzing the process of managing the cogni-
tive activity of N.F. Talyzina (N.F. Talyzina, 1998: 

142) notes “To manage the learning process is not to 
suppress, not to impose a process on the process that 
contradicts its nature, but rather to take the nature of 
the process into account as much as possible, to co-
ordinate each influence on the process with its logic. 
In managing the process of learning, like any other, 
freedom emerges as a recognized need. ”

The complex of means for improving the ef-
fectiveness of training described in the concept of 
the SDPD, S.M Dzhakupov, very clearly shows the 
need to use psychological patterns in the formation 
and development of students’ cognitive activity. 
Following this concept, I would especially like to 
highlight scientifically based provisions and ways to 
solve the problems of psychological support of the 
effectiveness of the learning process.

“To enter into communication with another per-
son means to penetrate into his social being, enter 
into his consciousness, get involved in the orbit of 
his mental activity” (S.M. Dzhakupov1992:33). 
Inclusion into the consciousness of another per-
son based on the exchange of meaning formations 
is possible in various game situations. At the same 
time, various barriers are removed, rather they come 
to some kind of solution, which is compromise in 
its essence, but ensures maximum efficiency of joint 
activities in the given conditions, taking into ac-
count the “emotional channel of communication”.

According to the author of the concept of Pro-
fessor S.M. Dzhakupov, “The formation of SDPD 
is a necessary condition for the intensification of the 
educational process aimed at achieving its maxi-
mum effectiveness under the given conditions” 
(S.M. Dzhakupov2004: 112).

The issue of professional language training for 
non-language universities is described byits multi-
dimensionality. In scientific and scientific-method-
ological literature ofhigher professional educational-
systema foreign language as an academic discipline 
is determined by the differentposition of the authors: 
foreign language as a means of communication in 
a higher educationinstitutionI.A. Zimnyaya (I.A. 
Zimnyaya1985: 114),I.L.Bim,N.N. Gueuze, the is-
sue of the formation of the communication skills 
through foreign language A.A. Leontiev (A.A. Le-
ontiev1969:114), V.L. Kuzovlev, V.G. Kostomarov, 
E.I.Pasov, the formation of a professional orienta-
tion L.Sh. Gegechgory, N.I. Gueuze, V.V. Davydov, 
B.K. Yesipovich, R.P. Milrood, communicative ori-
entation inforeign language teaching I.L. Bim, A.N. 
Leontiev, E.I.Passov, G.V. Rogova.

Aim offoreign language teachingin non-lan-
guage higher education institution the language is to 
achieve a practicalsufficient level of the possibility 
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of usinga foreign language in the future professional 
activity. If foreign language is a special discipline 
in higher languageeducation institution, then other 
higher educationinstitutionis the base of common 
culture in use, so non-language higher education 
institutiondoes require the formation of the lastaim. 
Practical learning of a foreign language is just one 
side of disciplines for specific purposes.

According to A.A.Rybkina, foreign language is 
not only an object of acquisition, but also a tool ofde-
velopmentof the professional ability. Itpresumesthe-
expansion of the concept of learning a foreign lan-
guage for specific purposes which is the part of the 
content of teaching material for specific purposes.

Professional training considers professional di-
rection not onlyby the content of the training mate-
rial, but as well asbythe activities which consist of 
methods and operations and which form a profes-
sional ability. Professional directionof actions, first 
of all, requires the integrationof the core subjectsand 
“foreign language” discipline; secondly, teacher of 
foreign language is obliged to teach students to use 
a foreign languageon the basis of interdisciplinary 
relations as a means of supplementof their profes-
sionalknowledge in a systematic way and also de-
velopmentof their professional skills and abilities; 
thirdly,it is expected to use types and methods of 
skillful teaching tobe able to provide the neces-
saryneedstoformthe professional abilities and skills 
of the future specialist (A.A.Rybkina, 2003:88).

According to Galskova foreign language teach-
ing content should include the following:

– The area of   communicative action, topics and 
situations, speech behavior and speech materialsthat 
take into account the student’s professional orientation;

– Language materials(phonetical, lexical, gram-
matical and spelling), to base on its preparation and 
skills;

– Special complex (language) skills as a means 
of communication tooland moreover which describe 
the complete acquisition of foreign language in in-
tercultural situations;

– Realia of the statelanguage being studied(a 
real thing) and includes education system of nation-
al and cultural features.

Non-language higher education institution re-
quires a new direction in the selection of the con-
tent of teaching a new foreign language for specific 
purposes. Itshould be focused on the latest develop-
ments of human action, it should take placein the 
areas that includeindirectlyprofessional interests of 
students and which enablethem to grow profession-
ally.

Therefore, learning a foreign language for spe-
cific purposesprovideslearning the content of pro-
fessional knowledgeand skills and abilities.

Learning a foreign language and using it in 
practice requires a permanent and significant 
willpower. And the mother tongue is learnedwith no 
effort and used in practice as new skills. Thus, the 
strong willis a basic requirementin learning foreign 
language and the duration of the process of learning 
a language also affects it to a certain point.The 
experience of teaching a foreign language shows 
that in order to master a language learner needs to 
study it in a systematic and regular basis, because 
it requires hard work and patience from human. 
Solving this problem successfullyis closely related 
to teacher’s conscious work who takes into account 
the psychologicaldata.
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